2004 gto radio

Hopefully I have the answer! Purchasing a used radio to replace the broken one is the easiest
fix. There are many available online through websites such as EBay and CraigsList. These
radios can easily be replaced using the removal tools. Luckily there is a website to find and
locate the code for the factory radio using the serial numbers. Follow these steps to replace
your factory Pontiac GTO radio with a used radio from another vehicle:. On the new radio, be
sure to write down the serial numbers of the radio. You will find the numbers on the stickers on
the back of or on top of the radio housing. Should be 12 numbers. Now the fun part! There are
two resources to get the code for your Blaupunkt factory GTO radio using the serial numbers as
described above. Enter your serial number and receive the 4 digit code for your Blaupunkt
radio. The price is affordable and will save you hours of headaches. Your email address will not
be published. By using this form you agree with the storage and handling of your data by this
website. We value your privacy. Friend's Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address.
Follow these steps to replace your factory Pontiac GTO radio with a used radio from another
vehicle: Remove your factory radio using the removal tools. Be sure to write down your radio 4
digit code, and proceed to the final step. Install the new replacement radio. Gently push the
radio into place and you will feel and hear the radio snap into place. Turn the radio on and enter
the 4 digit code using the numbered buttons under the LCD screen. Many hours of time and
research has gone into building this website. Please feel free to donate to Mark Quitter Racing.
There is no minimum amount, and your contribution is greatly appreciated. Donate here.
Facebook Tweet Pin Email. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Share this Article Like this article? Email it to a friend! A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Spacer Mesh is one of the coolest and most comfortable seat cover fabrics
available for your GTO. It is an extremely porous f They are made fro Coverking's new officially
licensed custom fit seat covers for the ultimate fan - transform your GTO's interior. Show your
school spirit wit This Sport Shifter has all of the features a performance minded driver re
Available with custom embroidery Made in the USA of the highest quality materials! Our seat
heaters will warm your seats quickly and safely! After starting your vehicle o Comes painted to
match your interior dash color Wheelskins Leather Steering Wheel Covers. They are individually
hand-crafted in California Used for years by dealerships to protect the carpeting on new cars,
these clear plastic carpet protectors have a ribbed backing to hold them Add a durable barrier
of protection for taking your favorite pet along for the ride. Our Pet Seat Protector will defend
your seats from pet These key fobs are designed to replace your current, boring factory
remotes. These new fobs are vibrant and exciting. Installation is ex Have LED light at your
fingertips at all times! This anodized aluminum flashlight will always be charged when you need
it. The rechargeabl Cushioned Seat Belt Pads. Do your seat belts rub on your shoulders or ribs
and get uncomfortable? If so, our shoulder belt pad is made from velour fabric to provide Car
and Automotive Logo Seat Towels. Excellent easy on, easy off car seat protection - these car
seat towels are a great, quick solution to protecting your seats from wear and d Military Logo
Seat Towels. Excellent easy on, easy off car seat protection - these car seat towels are a great,

quick solution to protecting your seats from wear and Streamline Seat Heater Kit. After starting
your vehicle on a cold winter morning, simply switch on your seat h Custom Fit Dash Covers.
Our dashboard covers protect and beautify the dashboard of your vehicle. Your dash receives
more exposure to the elements of weather sun, U Custom Rear Deck Cover. Our rear deck
covers protect and beautify the rear deck of your vehicle. Your rear deck receives more
exposure to the elements of weather s Custom Fit Sun Shade. NOTE: If you don't see your car
listed, please click here for our expanded page. If you still don't see it there, ask us! These true
C Tired of the dim lighting in your vehicle's stock speedometer? Got a light burned out? We
have the best solution: LEDs! Upgrade your speed Velourtex Mats start with the same yarn as
Lloyd's Ultimat, but in a lighter, more economical face weight. An outstanding value and
popular Lloyd Mats has combined the classic look of traditional berber and the durability of
modern materials to create a unique, stylish, long wear Lloyd Mats' new line of CamoMats bring
the unique camo look to high quality custom fit carpet floor mats with two outstanding new
Mossy Oak Custom configure your Lloyd Luxe Mats here. Luxe mats by Lloyd were created for
vehicle owners who appreciate luxury. These top of the line mats by Lloyd are second to none
in quality. Custom patterned and precision cut by computer, they feature plush and du Lloyd
Mats' Classic Loop automotive floor mats are designed to provide a high quality, economical,
custom fit mat in a material designed for Quickview Buy Now. Join Our Newsletter Receive the
latest news on new promotions, exclusive offers, and new arrivals. Some car enthusiasts really
have it good nowadays. After everything is all said and done, car owners leave their cars in the
street or driveway and forget about it until the next day when they need to get from Point A to
Point B. We cherish our cars. We love our cars. Our passion for cars goes beyond our own
generation of vehicles. Legendary in its original sixties form, the last generation of Goat lives up
to the name. Car makers in the modern world tend to make excuses reasons? And neither does
your GTO on stock wheels. Without seeing these diamonds in the rough every day on the street
or even at the track, you really have no frame of reference as to which design you can mentally
picture will look on the GTO. They look gorgeous! With lowering suspension, the sexiness of
the wheels definitely show, but more on suspension laterâ€¦. Something about a simple 5-spoke
design that goes so well with the car. The Forgestar CF5 Wheels come in a lot of different
finishes too! These wheels give it that fresh look into the modern world while still retaining the
classic GTO-esque nature of the car. Forgestar has many models of wheels that all look
amazing on their own and look even better on a car. They sport a simple, 10 spoke design that
really will look awesome on practically any car you can think of, which is why I love them. In my
honest opinion, I love something different and the Forgestar CF10 Wheels are simple enough to
be something nobody is used to and that makes it a special wheel. Just look at how the wheel
rests perfectly with the entire car. In many ways, a wheel can not only change the look of the
car, but make the car look sleeker and cleaner. Sportline Wheels have catered to numerous
makes and models and their particular mesh design wheel is unique in its own right. One of the
ModBargains company owner Mike Brown absolutely loves the Sportline 8S wheels and are
actually one of his all-time favorites. The beautiful finish and highly-protective clear coat allows
for a long lasting, sexy wheel look for years and years to come. Available in both Silver and
Gunmetal , no matter which finish you decide to go with, this 8S wheel looks fantastic. Time and
time again, they never cease to innovate â€” to be their own brand of aftermarket wheels that
guarantee freshness for the youngsters out there. Why are these so different, you might ask?
Being able to choose colors is a huge advantage for a lot of wheel models and the V come in
three finishes: Hyper Silver , Gunmetal , and Matte Black. Give them a call at today or stop by
the showroom between M-Sat. The Pontiac GTO is a special car. The GTO rear cradle is isolated
with two major bushings toward the front of the crossmember. These receive a good brunt of
the rear suspension shock and have a tendency to move around quite a bit. As a result, the GTO
is prone to wheelhop from cradle distortion. After a set of wheels, the next most important thing
to any GTO is a drop in order for it to look right, and a set of Eibach Springs for Pontiac GTO is
a great way to do that. As you can see, they look a bit different but they both give whichever
year GTO the same amazing benefits Borla promises. They look sleek, flawless, and come with
a million-mile warranty! Along with all the power improvements, this exhaust even saves your
weight by being 25 pounds lighter than the stock exhaust! Of course, with the rise of one thing
comes its competition. There are absolutely no restrictions of any kind with this exhaust so you
can be sure that when this exhaust is on your GTO, max power and sexy sound will happen.
This exhaust is highly aggressive, more so than the others, but is definitely a contender to
consider when modifying your Pontiac GTO. Your stock exhaust manifold is severally inefficient
at releasing exhaust gases, so by changing to the SLP Long Tube Header System , your LS
engine will really respond dramatically. Another amazing idea for bolt-on power for your car
would be to change out that super restrictive stock air intake. Made out of highly durable,

heat-resistant plastic, this intake can take the fiery power of the engine. Dyno-proven to gain
approximately 14 horsepower at RPM. Stop your Muscle Car with Better Braking! Being able to
put power to the ground is an incredible feeling and in the moment you might not ever want to
stop. These babies are a vast improvement over stock as it bites harder against the rotor pretty
much the moment your foot touches the brake pad. These are suited for both every day street
use and track use! To even further improve the braking bite of your now upgraded braking
system, switch out the rotors for the StopTech Slotted Rotors and your GTO will surely be able
to stop the instant you press the brake pedal. The combination of upgraded brake pads and
rotors guarantee immediate stopping ability for your GTO and the aesthetic appeal of the rotors
are very obviously pretty. With all these modifications on your Pontiac GTO, your car will
absolutely be the best it can be. Of course, there are more mods you can do to push the
boundaries even further, but at least for now, these modifications are a must for any GTO
owner. A stock car is just such a waste of potential that leaving it stock just seems unfair to the
soul of the car. ModBargains believes that modification of a car is necessary and we all just
want the best for you and your car. Story by Jaybee Valledor. Buick Radios. Cadillac Radios.
Chevy Radios. Ford Radios. GMC Radios. Lincoln Radios. Mercury Radios. Mopar Radios.
Oldsmobile Radios. Pontiac Radios. Porsche Radios. Toyota Radios. Triumph Radios. VW
Radios. Jeep Radios. Single DIN. Double DIN Radios. Antique Automobile Radio. Custom
Autosound. Dash Speakers. Kick Panel Speakers. Under Seat Speakers. Rear Speakers. Marine
Tower Speakers. Harley Davidson Speakers. UTV Speakers. JL Audio. Rockford Fosgate. Harley
Davidson. Polaris RZR. Can-Am X3. Polaris Ranger. Polaris General. Yamaha YXZ. Mono
Amplifiers. Bluetooth Adapters. Universal Kits. Complete Car Kits. Wiring Kits. Bass Knobs.
RCA Cables. Battery Terminals. Classic Update Kits. Amplifier Wiring. Speaker Wire. Dakota
Digital. American Autowire. Powered by Miva. Will Call is Closed. My Account. Order Status.
Select Your Vehicle. Find What Fits. Classic Car Radios. Hidden Radios. DIN Radios. Radio
Brands. Classic Car Speakers. Speaker Sizes. Sp
jeep repair manual
are truck cap wiring diagram
2000 bmw water pump
eaker Brands. Stereo Packages. Classic Car Packages. Subwoofer Kits. By No. Amplifier
Brands. Application Specific. Subwoofer Sizes. Loaded Subwoofer Enclosures. Powered
Subwoofers. Subwoofer Brands. Radio Accessories. Sound Deadening. Universal Kits Complete
Car Kits. Subwoofer Accessories. Amplifier Accessories. Dakota Digital Gauges. Amplifier
Wiring Speaker Wire. Classic Car Brands. Car Audio Brands. Close Menu. Expert Support. Find
What Fits: GO. Pontiac GTO Radios. With radios made by Custom Autosound, the industry
leader in classic radios, you can never go wrong with any of their classic models. The newest
and best model is the USA This stereo has Bluetooth built into the radio as well as all the same
features as the USA These radios function near identically to the stock radio with original a
die-cast nose piece, pushbuttons, knobs and a digital tuner. These models combine modern
technology with classic car features all while having Bluetooth connectivity in an OE looking
unit.

